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INVESTIGATION ID#:  009-002

Location Name: 

Location Address: 

**CONFIDENTIAL**

**CONFIDENTIAL**

Area Owner: 

Owner's Telephone: 

  

"L" & "M"

**CONFIDENTIAL**

Opened By: 

Date Opened: 

 
Investigation Date: 

 

R. Wolf Baldassarro

5/10/2009

6/19/2009

Status: 

In Progress

Priority: 

 High

Description of Area 
(structures, number of structures, oldest, when built/founded, current occupants) 

This is a manufactured home in the Silver Springs community off North Avenue in Clinton Township. While the community has 

existed in its present form for about 20 years the home itself was new in 1997 and had only one previous owner. The current 

occupants moved there in October of 2007 with their then 1 year old son. The building is a single wide manufactured home with 2 

bedrooms and a shower at one end, full living room, kitchen, and laundry area, and a master suite at the opposite end. 

Land resides at Lot 16 Supervisor’s Plat of Oberliesen Subdivision 

Purchased 9/11/1995 by Silver springs/Rudgate Graham & Joseph H. Orley Partners (43600 Park Drive West, Clinton Twp, MI 

48036 (586)783-3474 Liber 06756 page 474) 

Description of Reported Events 
(history  of events, witnesses, dates and locations) 

No physical threats, no moved objects. Although some shadows are seen by others, the activity focuses on the son, "A". He has 

also seen "Pa" (grandfather who died several years ago) and pointed to a sun candle holder on the wall and said it looks like Pa. 

He also saw an old family dog, Jack nicknamed "Mr. Doodle", or just "Doodle" and "A" was staring at something just after Jack 

passed away and he actually said "Mr. Doodle". When asked if he saw Jack and he said yes. A young female cousin of "A" also 

saw Jack three times within a week of his passing. There seems to be a lot of issues with "A"'s closet. He is afraid to go in there 

and doesn't want to sleep in his bedroom anymore. Usually when "someone" is "visiting" "A" his cousin is aware of it because of 

the way her body feels. "A" has also seen his mother's passed sister-in-law, Andrea. The woman was nicknamed "Ang" and "A" 

would refer to her as such and pointed her out in a picture. "A" has been able to interact with these spirits since he's been able to 

communicate. "A" has claimed up to 10 spirits in the home. Some names are Hal, Duncan, someone he calls "Grandpa", and Eric 

(who "lived in a castle"). A negative entity named Zach also told "A" that his heart had stopped beating. Zach is a constant in 

their life. Zack is reportedly there all the time, talking to "A". "A"'s aunt asked what Zach looks like and "A" just said he's "big like 

daddy".  Zack stays in "A"'s closet and cries. Sometimes Zack reportedly chases "A". "A" also has stated the "Zack is happy to 

me, but he hates you Mommy because he can't go with us when we move." 

On May 13, 2009 "A" and "L" were playing/hiding from their dog and "A" said that Zack was with them. "No one is coming for 

Zach. Just Pa. Not the Pa that died. The other one." "A" confirmed it was "L"'s father when asked. When asked when this will 

happen he stated "When I'm older, not now" 

Wolf B. met with "L", her husband, and "A" on June 11, 2009. "A" is an intelligent, polite, and well spoken child. Visual, auditory, 

and concentration abilities are consistent with children of that developmental age. Shy but good eye contact and polite 

interaction. At times a very angry facial expression when discussing Zack. 

Comments 
(pre-investigation comments/observations, concerns and desires of client) 



  

  

  

  

General Comment Submitted By Date 

Began research of land deeds at county offices Wolf B., Danielle G. 6/19/2009

Pre Investigation interview conducted Wolf B., Christina W. 6/18/2009

Investigators Present 
(list all investigators involved with the case 

Name Title/Department Assigned Task 

R. Wolf Baldassarro Founder/Archive Manager command/supervision

Jean Russell Investigator team investigation

James Walker Tech Manager team investigation/equipment setup

Ambrosia Investigator/Assessments team investigation

Christina Williams Investigator/Assessments team investigation

Matt Busch Reserve Investigator cinematography

Gina Nalli Film Crew cinematography

Investigation Goals 
(Scientific, psychological, metaphysical questions and wants/desires of client) 

Establish validity, source, and extent of paranormal claims and activity. In the event of intelligent haunting, purge home of 

negative energy and entities.

List of Equipment Used 
(Make/model of items) 

Digital Photo Cameras- Kodak C713 

Mini DV/Camcorders- 

Wireless Night Vision security cameras  

Audio- Sony P150, 

EMF- Cell sensor, standard hiking compass 

Konxari Cards 

Environmental Data via Ghost Weather Station 

Phenomena Observed 
(List personal experiences, device readings, etc) 

Phenomena Observed Observed By Time 

Cloudy, temp 68, dew pt 64, Humidity 88%, Visibility 10mi, pressure 

29.73”, UV index 0, Wind SSE 8mph:  X-ray normal, geo quiet; waning 

crescent, angle 323.5759; illumination 9.767%

James W, Christina W. 9:11

Camera in "A"is’ room  had misty illumination then back to normal three 

different times- debunked as feedback from film crew
Wolf B., James W., Christ... 9:12

Rain increasing. then at 9:33 rain steady but light Wolf B. 9:15

"A"'s closet door shut/possibly latched with no one in room.  Team 9:33

Light rain with thunder, 66 temp, 100% humidity, UV index 0 low, wind 

SSE 12mph, pressure 29.68” falling
James W, Christina W. 9:50

Thunder increasing in frequency and intensity Wolf B. 9:53

Temp 66, dew pt 66, humidity 100%, visibility 10.0 mi, pressure 20.68” 

falling, UV index 0 low, Wind SSE 12mph,.  Moon: angle of illumination 
Ambrosia, Jean R. 9:54



  

323.9247, % of illumination 9.587798%, lunation # 1069, Julian days 

2455002.57977, waning crescent, x-rays normal, geo field quiet

Waning crescent, angle 323.9247,%9.587%, solar x-rays are normal , 

geomagnetic field is quiet 

Light rain with thunder. Temp is 66 degrees, dew point is 66, humidity is 

100%, visibility 10 miles. 

Pressure 29.71 and rising. UV zero low, wind SSE 16 mph

Ambrosia, Jean R. 10:12

Heavy rain, thunder, lightening Ambrosia, Jean R. 10:22

A shadow after Wolf went into the closet in "A"’s room. Matt observed 

same shadow by the horse.
Ambrosia 10:24

"A"’s room bubble shape ball went from center bottom of screen up to 

the left.- debunked as dust
Jean R. 10:30

Same type of  bubble shape ball but less formed as previously seen- 

debunked as dust
Jean R. 10:32

Observed a shadow upper left corner of bathroom in the master bedroom Ambrosia 10:33

While Wolf confronted something in master bed a PC problem required 

him to leave immediately (internet dropped, could not be reestablished)
Wolf B. 10:33

Lights in storm troopers face mask 10:38

Shadow in master bedroom 10:42

Light in closet 10:47

During tear down of equipment discovered PVR stopped recording, 

eventually PC suffered total HD failure resulting in loss of all wireless 

footage

Wolf B. 11:08

Closing Comments 

The investigation of June 19, 2009 lasted approximately 2 hours. Two teams consisting of 2 members each had full range of the 

house for a duration of 50 minutes each with EVP sessions and photography the main techniques utilized. No significant changes 

in environmental conditions were noted beyond an increase in humidity levels. This was caused by severe thunderstorm 

conditions that began shortly before the start of the investigation and increasing in intensity through completion of the night's 

events. There were attempts by several members to provoke and call out reported spirits by the names provided by the clients. 

Members reported some personal experiences during the course of the investigation, with some audio confirmation of the 

sounds/events experienced. An unknown technical issue resulted in complete hard drive failure of the PVR system with loss of all 

video from the investigation; film footage by the 2-person camera crew was not effected. Careful and thorough analysis of the 

remaining photographic and audio material produced significant results. 126 Photos were taken with one result (picture C-18) of 

the phenomena known as Shadow Figure, which is defined as resembling a once-living being appearing as a flickering black or 

smoky gray mass of any size or shape. Often seen out of the corner of the eye before disappearing completely or may be caught 

on film. An unusual amount of EVPs were captured by every member throughout the night. EVP, or 'Electronic Voice Phenomena' 

are disembodied "voices" and sounds imprinted on audio recording devices; also referring to Electronic Video Phenomena. An 

initial library of 43 individual sounds and voices were captured with an official final count of 14. Of the 14 audio samples, 5 are 

unexplainable or unsubstantiated noises including those which support team members' personal experiences. 

After considerable discussion and analysis it is determined by PRISM that the claims are consistent with paranormal phenomena 

as defined by the current theories and research by the scientific study of parapsychology as set forth by the American Society for 

Psychical Research. Therefore PRISM concedes that there does appear to be paranormal activity at the above referenced 

property. This does not confirm or deny the presence of a residual or intelligent haunting. There is a lack of conclusive evidence 

at this time for such a claim. 

Due to the nature and circumstances of the paranormal claims put forth by the clients this case will remain open and will involve 

follow up investigations and research. After such time a final determination will be made to either confirm or deny the presence of 

an intelligent haunting as defined by the ASPR. An intelligent haunting is defined as one in which the entity or entities react to 

their environment and people in a responsive and interactive manner. 

**Note: Wolf B. spoke with "L" on 7/6/09 and it was reported that only one incident has occurred since investigation 

where "Zack" was scaring "A". Otherwise the house has been reported to be 'unusually' quiet. 


